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Syntesa – Innovation to market
International consultancy bringing innovation to market. 

Headquartered in Copenhagen with subsidiaries on Faroe 
Islands and Spain.

•Facilitate investor and grant funding
•Marketing of high tech products and services
•Management of innovative projects
•Socio-economic analysis and impact assessments

Our work is based on a hands-on approach providing 
expertise in financing, marketing, management and 
business development.

Co-founder of TraceCore XML
Initiator of www.foodtraceability.eu
Enterprise system provider for TRACE, 
Europe’s largest traceability project. 
Technical lead of traceability projects in 
SE Asia, Middle East and Europe. 
Specialities in using traceability for 
sustainability monitoring and standard 
compliance.

Dr Heiner Lehr, a decade of traceability

EcoFishMan
ALL-SMART-PIGS
EU-PLF
Benthis
Macro Biotech
Costal Fishing in 
the North Atlantic
WhiteFishMaLL



The smarter food vision

smarter food

inclusive
safe

traceable
70% of food globally is 
produced by smallholders, 
most of which are excluded 
from the global food chain. 
Information technology is 
used to integrate small-
holders in international 
supply chains.

Consumers want to make 
informed choice of the food they 
buy for religious, environmental 

or health reasons or simply for 
preference. Traceable food is 
food of which information is 

recorded along its elaboration 
process. Consumers can access 

such information and eat in 
accordance to their needs.

Food has to be safe to produce 
and safe to consume. Safe food 
uses information technology to 
improve controls over environ-
mental and social impact of its 

production as well as its safety to 
be consumed.
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Enabler: electronic traceability
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• Electronic traceability is the enabler of the
smarter food vision

• Currently, information is lost in the supply chain 
because it is not available electronically

• This leads to

– More food safety problems

– Less control over sustainable supply chains

– Less visibility of supply

– Market breakage for smallholders

• Only the availability of electronic information
uncovers the benefits for the supply chain

UN ESCAP Guide, to be published 

CAPSA Training manual, to be pub.



What is traceability?

• Traceability is about being able to recreate the history

• Traceability is about knowing your food business and sharing that 
information when convenient or required

• There are many scopes, many depths, many breadths and many precisions 
possible

Source: www.foodtraceability.eu 5



Types of chain food information management systems from a functional point of view
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Thailand – Pomelos

ส�มโอ
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Malaysia – Starfruit, Poultry and Prawn)

Belimbing
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Arpeda GrapeNet

• GrapeNet is an internet based electronic service offered to the 
stakeholders for facilitating testing and certification of grapes for export 
from India to the European Union 

• GrapeNet collects, stores and reports – forward and backward traces and 
quality assurance data entered by the stakeholders, ie., exporters, 
laboratories and PSC authorities within the Grapes supply chain in India.
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www.apeda.gov.in/apedawebsite/Grapenet/GrapeNet_new.htm



TraceVerified
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© FoodReg Daten AG, all rights reserved

A reporting platform for the palm oil industry

vShared platform for sellers and buyers
vTrusted third party holds confidential data

vIdentifies supply chain sources
vMeasures progress in traceability and sustainability

Identify. Measure. Drive.



Obstacles to implementing the vision

• Establishing global e-traceability is no simple goal

• Four obstacles have to be overcome

– Governance: who owns the system, who owns the data, who gets access for 
what purpose

– Smallholder integration: smallholders produce up to 70% of the world’s food. 
Many have no access to advanced technology; illiteracy is still an issue

– Standardisation of food information, ontologies, identification and exchange 
protocols

– Sustainable financing

• Success stories exist for all three obstacles, for example

– Governance: public private partnership in Norway

– Smallholder integration: mixed paper-electronic traceability in Vietnam

– Standardisation: EPCIS and the TraceFood framework
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Funding

Food safety
• More trust

• Avoidance of animal diseases

Improved 
market 
access

• Access to high-value markets

• Differentiation in the marketplace

Increased 
supply 
chain 

efficiency

• Better sourcing

Better 
marketability

• Consumer interaction

• Direct marketing

Fraud 
avoidance • Greater total market
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PUBLIC PRIVATE 
PARTNERSHIPS

Taxes

Levies



Steps to start implementing the vision

1. Establish industry-government partnership

2. Choose a good case study

– Good candidate food item: high value, linked to fraud

3. Make a sufficiently large pilot

– Perform cost-benefit analysis to build a business case for industry and 
government

4. Build necessary legislative and regulative framework

– A mix of incentives and disincentives is likely to work best

5. Secure mix of public and private funds to build the full infrastructure

6. Deploy the system sector by sector

– Secure buy-in from industry association
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Thank you for your attention!
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